JT column for September 7 2019 - sign of the times

Neglect a sign
of the times
I want to take Powerco to task on something, but
first there’s a related tale to tell about how many
temporary road signs a short street can
accommodate if a utility company really tries.
One did recently, and after several weeks (my
memory's hazy, but it might have stretched to five
or more) of signs, cones and other bits of warning
paraphernalia littering our gutters and damming
them with detritus, we got a bit tired of it.
We got early clues about how the following saga
might pan out from the way it began. A truck
arrived early one morning to deliver assorted
signage up and down the street – and then returned to remove it; and then delivered it
again, and then took it away again.
Third time lucky, the signage and cones were set out, and finally it became clear
what was going on: we were getting a new concrete power pole to replace a wooden
one. The work took about a day, I think (I’m doing this from memory), maybe a day
and a half.
We’re only a few houses away, but our power didn’t go off, so no inconvenience
there. That came from what happened next –precisely nothing.
Nobody seemed to remember leaving behind a couple of 30kph and works warning
signs and a couple of corresponding “works ended” and 50kph signs, and tripod
supports and a stack of cones.
Someone did come back and tip some of them over, causing a hazard for pedestrians
in one place. Another sign was left sticking out onto the carriageway on a corner.
Two others began to gather rubbish as it washed down the gutter, creating small
lakes during downpours.
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One of my neighbours said he rang the council to complain,
but got nowhere. He tried Powerco, but got nowhere. He
gave up.
Imagine his delight when I showed up one Saturday morning
with a box of chocolates, an explanation and a second-hand
apology.
I'd nearly given up, too. I'd checked the signs and found
nothing identifying their owner, apart from an engraved "D",
which could have meant anything. There were labels telling
us who made the signs, but not who they belonged to.
Then I was out for a walk one day and came
across a Powerco crew working on lines at a pole
around the corner. I watched from across the road
and marvelled at how many people it takes to
change a light bulb - one up the ladder and four
others to hold it steady.
One noticed my interest. "Everything okay?" she
shouted across the street. "I'm not sure," I said.
She crossed the road and I explained about the
forgotten signs. She agreed it wasn't a good look
and rang her office.
I wandered off towards home, and just as I got to the gate I looked back to see a
Powerco truck enter our street, do a U-turn, and speed off. No signs were collected,
so I figured Powerco wasn't the owner.
I went online to see if I could work out who they did belong to, and came across a
company trading under the name Linepower, which is an approved Powerco
contractor called AJ Greaves Electrical Limited.
I emailed them asking who I should contact about
power pole installation in our street and got a
helpful reply with an email address and phone
number.
I emailed a long explanation, including notice that
if the signs weren't removed pronto our
neighbourhood support group would collect them
up and store them somewhere safe.
Within a short time, a man called to apologise,
saying he had just bought the company and was
disappointed to hear of our experience. Would I be
home for the next 10 minutes?
He arrived soon after with his card (naming
another company, whose first letter was the "D" on
the signs) and a fancy carrier bag stacked with
boxes of choccies. Would I mind giving them to
those inconvenienced? I wouldn't, and the next day
paraded up and down the street like Santa, handing
the goodies to homes who'd hosted the signage.
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All in all, a good outcome, and good PR by the
power pole installer.
Just one thing remains. We're all hoping Powerco
will come back and restore the bit of grass berm
their truck chewed up when they worked on the
lines.
The mess is near a pair of deep, unrepaired indents
left by some idiot who bowled the give way sign a
while back. Council?

